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MaY-be in 1977...

University status for Central still a possibility
by PAMELA WHITENER
The redesignation of Central,
Eastern and Western as universi~
ties has been long in the making
and isn't over yet. For the past 12
years President Brooks has been
working toward this goal.

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., II 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Our research papers are soid for
research purposes only.

"Central, Eastern and Western colleges of mines, technology or
were created by the state in 1890," education; and the two year
said Brooks. "They have gone schools that serve local areas, the
through a progression of changes community colleges. Other states
since that time, increasingly be- have been applying the university
coming multipurpose in nature. title to former state colleges that
Similar to many other institutions have become
multipurpose
in America, their names have been schools, offering graduate, and
changed from normal school to undei:graduate work, many decollege of education to state grees and programs serving large
college--and in each case the name geographical or _:->olitical entities."
In order to pass House Bill 380,
change reflected, rather than
caused, a change in the complexity which redesignates the · state
colleges as universities, Central,
and function of the institutions."
Brooks said that the amount of Eastern and Western need the
· time the change will take depends, approval of the Council of Postto a large degree, on how hard the secondary Education. When the
faculty and students work for it. Council voted on the matter, there
"In the -United States today," were only eight members present
said Brooks, "the term college is instead of the usual nine. The
increasingly being reserved for council voted a 4-4 tie. Brooks said,
two types of institutions: the "We plan to go back to the council
specialized or single function once the ninth member is added
unc;Iergraduate schools, such as and work for the title."
Concerns about the change have
been raised by a few people. One
concern is the fear of possible
additional expenditures and the
other is that the university title
-would cause the faculties of the
colleges fo strive to offer the
doctorate.
President Brooks explained that
the name change would not involve increased costs to the state,
but would have con_siderable bene-_

fits to the schools. One benefit
would be the boosting of the
morale of student.:., alumni, faculty, administrators anr trustees. In
addition, the title should aid in
securing funds for resear~h.
grants and scholar3hips. Also,
student chances at post-graduation employment would be improved.
Asked if the change in title
would bring about a doctorate
program at Central, Brooks said
that the doctorate authority is not
involved. "Over 70 per cent of the
institutions in the United States
called universities do not offer the
doctorate," he said.
Examining the roles of the three
state colleges, it could be said that
they are already universities.
They offer graduate education
through the master's degree in
many Dreas. In doing so they
qualify with the long recognized
defini Uop of a university, which
developed in the mid-1950's by the
Commission of Financing Higher
Education. Four private schools in
Washington currently use the
university title, and Seattle Pacific
College may change its title in the
very near future.
Another administrative source
said that in six of seven states
used for salary comparison pur-

poses by Washington, the institutions similar to Washington's.state
colleges are described as universities.
Since 1967 approximately 75
state colleges have been redesignated as universities. In terms 'of
enrollments, highest degree awarded, and scope of program
offerings, the redesignated institutions are comparable to Washington's three older state colleges.
Sen. Nat Washington has signed
bills in favor of the redesignation.
Washington said, "I strongly
approve the university status and
feel in 1977 there will be substantial support for the bill. It would
add ~an element of_ prestige for
faculty and students. But up to
now therPhas been no headway."
"Many institutions with the
university title have just added
the master's degree," said Brooks.
"We have been offering the master's degree since 1947, so we are
about 20 years behind in title
change."
He also said that with competition for funding in ·washington,
D.C., and elsewhere, the name is
many · times the deciding factor
whether the "college" or the
"university" receives the funds.
Brooks said he feels the application of the university title would
end the inconsistency between the
existing functions of these institu-
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A Central graduate student,
Brian Pugnetti, won both first and
second place awards in the recent
Washington State Student Film
'-Contest and Festival.
Pugnetti was tapped for the two 4
top awards in the college category
of the fourth annual film festival in
which students from the elementary through college level compete ,
in production of eight-millimeter
films.
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YOU GET FIRST CHOICE I
.. . Bu~ Hurry! Theseprices good only thru Wed., April 14.
Our business began in Ellensburg. We'd like to show our appredation by giving you first chance at some
of the outstanding bargins we'll be offering this season. We've collected new, used and demo equipme~t· from
all three stores. Read the ·list carefully; chances are, an item you've been waiting for is now priced right for you I
Item ·

List

Sale

TAPE DECKS:
TEAC A-170 [cassette]
TEAC A-400 (cassette]
TEAC 1230 [reel; used, mint condition]
Tandbert 3300X [Superb at 3/4i.p.s.1 [reel]

$239.50
329.50
449.
449.

$199.50
279.
319.
399.

110.
95.
155.
240.

79.
69.
109.
.139.

230.
510.
255.

149.
349.
165.

180.
240.
363.
413.
355.
85.

89.95
159.
199.
279.
249.
39.

126.
112.
499.
79.

99.
79.
369.
59.

835.
435.
495.

625.
319.
289.

1100.
299.
199.95
700.

799.
175.
149.
499!__
499.
349.

CAR DECKS:
Pioneer TP828 [8-track]
Pioneer KP212 [cassette]
' !
Pioneer TP800 [FM radio & 8-track player] ·
Pioneer KP301 [THE WORKS! FM, Dolby, auto-rev. cassette]
I

.

TURNTABLES:
Garrard 86SB wI Empire 2000E-III cart.
Thorens TD125 AB Mk. II w/ ADC-XLM cart.
Sony PS 5520 semi-auto, w/Shure M95ED ·
Sony PS 3012 w/base, cove~_, and Sony cartridge
[same as Audio Technica AT-llEl [Only 2!]
Pioneer PL-A-45-D w/ Audio Technica AT-llE
Dual 1229Q w/wood base, cover, Shure M91ED [used; mint]
' Dual 1249 w/wood base, cover, ADC-XLM
Dual CS601S w/wood base, cover, Shure V15III
BSR 260AX w /Shure cartridge
SPEAKERS:
EPI 110 (1 pair only!] [per speaker price]
Tempest Lab 3E [each]
Altec EQ-5 high-performance pair wI equalizer
Accusound [each]
ELECTRONICS:
Marantz 2325 am/fm stereo receiver w/cal:>inet
Citation 15 Im tuner wI cabinet
Marantz 16 power amp [used]
SAE Mk III CM power amp (200 watts/channel]
[rack mount kit, cooling fan incl.]
Dynaco SCA-80Q integrated amp [40 watts/ch.; used]
Pioneer Sound Project 300 am/fm receiver [demo]
Sony SQR 8750 2/4 channel receiver; 80 watts/ch.
Harman/Kardon 900 Plus 2/4 channel receiver; 90 watts/channel
Crown IC150 preamp w/cabinet
HEADPHONES:
-Superex Pro VI-B Clear
KossSP3XC
Pioneer SE 100
MISC:
Audio Technica AT6008 rotai:y record cleaner
Audio Technica AT6010 record-cleaner
Grado Fl+ cartridge
Empire 2000E-III cartridge

749~

394.
65.
15.95
130.

37.95
7.95
79.95

9.95
5.95

5.95
2.99
29.95
29.95

75~

75.

P'

SUPER CASSETTE BUYS I
Maxell UDC 120 (list $7.45)
_ Now ... $3. 75
TDK SDC-60 (list $2.69)
Now ... $1.79
Good While Stock Lasts I

TEREDCRIFT
tOH N. Pearl

Ellt•nsburg

9fi2-2H30

Tenants' understanding of rights
~an save money, time and effort
I have two axes to grind.
First of all, the Board of Trustees makes all the important policy
decisions relating to Central. If there is money to be spent, or revenues
to be raised, the Trustees must approve any proposals to do so made by.
the administration. Hat-in-hand, the Who's Who of Central parade before
the Trustees seeking approval for their ideas. The Truste.es ask biting
questions, and the presentors must be on their toes to answer the
Trustees satisfactorily.
The Trustees meetings are public, and are held, or supposedly held,
when students and faculty can make input into the meetings. In order to
be fair to the students the Trustees dictate over, an attempt should be
made to get as much student input into these meetings as possible.
Unfortunately, that has proven not to be the case.
The last Trustees meeting was held on Friday of finals week, at four in
the afternoon, long past the time when students had fled Central for a
little rest and relaxation. It seems ridiculous to think any students would
or could attend such a meeting.
But, the second axe--what difference would it have made if the
Trustees had held the meeting in the Pit during the· lunch hour of a very
busy day? Would students take an interest? I do not think so.
The Trustees recently voted to raise the rate on housing. Did any
students appear at the meeting to make their views known??? NO; only
three editors from the Crier were in attendance, presenting the student
point of view.
•
Wendell Hill . made a realistic presentation on why inflatiop.
necessitates a need for the rate increases. But who was to know that
before the meeting? What if they hadn't had any proof and chose to
raise the rates anyway? They could have raised the rates and you would
have to pay because of the court-tested "you have to live on campus until
you are ... " rule.
Well, the Trustees obviously don't feel the need to search out student
opinjon. But then, why should they? Students have lost power and
respect because of their silence. Their apathy is expensive, it costs
'dollars and sense.
It is my opinion the Trustees want student opinion, but until they are
convinced students are interested in what happens, they will hold their
meetings in obscure places at inconvenient times.
.Students have lost their right to ask for favors.

by DAVID WASSER
Except in emergencies, the landAssignment Editor
lord must give two days' notice to
enter the place. The tenant cannot
The relationships between landunreasonably• refuse to allow the
lords and tenants have always
landlord to ~ome in at reasonable
been curious.
times if he needs to make repairs,
It is rare when one who offers a
or to show the place to prospective
service has so much control over
tenants.
the consumer.
When a tenant is not satisfied
But a landlord cannot go into a
with a landlord, he cannot always
place without permission. Accord- ·
seek the services of another, like
ing to a May 16, 197 4, Attorney
he could with a grocer or a
General's Opinion, if a landlord or
plumber. Often the cost of moving
his agent enters a dwelling illegaloutweighs the lack of servi~es a
ly, he "may be deemed to have.
landlord is failing to provide.
entered with the intent to commit ·
While there are laws regulatip.g
a crime therein, and thus be found
the relationship between landlords . guilty of burglary .... "
and tenants, too often a landlord is
According to Assistant Attorable to circumvent these rules.
ney General William H. Clarke in
For instance, while the Washthe AGO, a landlord may also be ·
ington State Landlord-Tenant Act
subject to trespassing prosecution
of 1973 states that a landlord
if he should enter a place illegally.
cannot evict.a tenant in retaliation
While signed rental agreements
for using any remedies they have
under the law or for reporting , between a landlord and tenant are
not required, both parties are
code violations, a landlord can ask
more sure of each other's positmonth-to-month tenants to leave
tions. Such agreements cannot ·
without good cause.
force a tenant to waive any legal
While there are limitations to
rights.
the landlord's power over the
tenant, most tenants are not
Should a tenant fall behind in his
aware of them. Among a landlord's
rent, a landlord cannot lock the
legal responsibilities are:
tenant out, confiscate his personal
The landlord is responsible for
belongings or shut off his utilities.
most repairs. He must keep
stoves, refrigerators, wiring and
One of the most controversial
plumbing in working order. He has
areas of landlord-tenant relation24 hours to begin to restOre heat
ships is deposits. The best thing
or water. He has 48 hours to begin
for a tenant to do is to get a
to restore hot water or electricity.
written statement from the landA landlord must provide, except
lord stating what the deposit is for
for a single family house, garbage
[rent, damage or cleaning] and
cans and garoage pick-up service.
what he must do to get it back.

The deposit must be placed in a
trust account by the landlord. The
tenant must be told where his
money is and be given a receipt for
the deposit.
Since the landlord is prohibited
from making a profit from the
deposit, most deposits are placed
in special accounts which do not
earn interest.
According to an Attorney Geneeral's Opinion dated May 28, 1974,
regarding the 1973 Tenant-Landlord Act in this state, "If interest is
earned through the investment of
a tenant's security deposit, that
interest belongs to the tenant."

,
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The atmosphere on college
campuseS-lias- changed drastically in recent years, and probably
nowhere has change been more
noticeable than in campus journalism.
By campus journalism I mean
both student newspapers and
,
journalism education.
This change was brought to
mind by a visit I made recently to
Ellensburg to talk to students at
Central Washington State
College. This was my first visit
to Central, so I cannot directly
compare that campus today with
the days of greater student
radicalism.
But reports from almost all
campuses indicate that colleges
and universities are far, far
quieter places than they were in
the middle and late '60s. Students generally are not demonstrating. They seem to have few
burning causes. The campus
press has lost most of the slanted
advocacy that filled many of the
news columns.
While student newspapers
may be more responsible (and
probably duller) than they once
were, journalism is enjoying a
popularity which it never has had
before. Yo..ung people are flocking to the communications, journalism and mass media programs

FOUR

(called by different names at
different schools). While college
enrollment in general has held
steady or declined slightly, enrollment in journalism is boom-ing. I've talked to journalism
classes on five Northwest campuses within the last year, and
everywhere the story is the
same.
A year or so ago enrollment in
journalism schools was estimated
at more than 48,000 across the
country--a four-fold increase oyer
1960. One study projects t_h at by
1978 each year 20,500 journalism
graduates will be fighting for
4,000 newspaper jobs and 1,600
other media positions. Don
Wells, chairman of the Department of Communications at
Washington State University,
has gone to great effort to show
that these figures are not so
frightening for journalism graduates as ·they may seem .. But,
whatever the specific figures,
students enrolled in journalism
far exceed the jobs that will be
open to them.
Why the great surge of intere~t in journalism? The most
commonly heard answer today is
that Carl Bernstein and Robert
Woodward, through their expose
of Watergate, have given journalism an appearance of glamour
that young people find irresistable. Every budding newspaper
person, according to this theory,

wants ot be -another Bernstein or
Woodward.
Much of the expansion of
journalism enrollment started
before Watergate, however. So
the great credit that the press
got in the expose can't be the
entire explanation.
Some students have come to
journalism because they see the
media as a means for achieving
social change. This factor may
have been stronger when campus
newspapers and college students
were more committed to advocacy journalism. My impression is that at Ellensburg
and elsewhere advocacy is dead
or dying. A review of several
issues of the Campus Crier,
the student newspaper at Central, indicated that news writing
there has moved steadily away
from advocacy and opinion in the
news columns. My talks with
students revealed no apparent
burning desire on their part to
change the world, with or without using journalism as a weapon.
My own experience in talking
with students and young job
applicants is that many people
want into journalism because
they want a front seat on what is
going on in the world. By the
world I mean local communities,
states, the nation as well as the
_globe. They are interested in
people and public affairs. From
CAMPUS CRIER

what better chair can they catch,
and participate in, the excitement and the pathos of life?
Almost without exception
young journalists are enthusiastic, bright, optimistic, inquisitive--exactly the makings of a
newspaper person. If they can
write well and can acquire a
broad knowledge of worldly affairs, they stand a fine chance of
success in journalism. These
seemed to be the kinds of
students that I spent time with in
Ellensburg (until 3 am one night
with the editors of Campus
Crier).
But then of course there's the
problem of enough jobs. Not all
of those 60 at Central are going
to find jobs in the media.
They won't be disillusioned if'
they are told early in their
college careers--as I told them-that they need to have a realistic
view of their prospects for -locating jobs in j~urnalism. If they
still choose to remain in journalism programs and later can't get
into the field, they shouldn't be
surprised.
Even if they never work in the
media, their journalism educations should not be wasted. A
broad liberal arts. background,
skills in communicating and the
personality traits of a good
journalist should equip a person
for a lot of good jobs .

Steve Holm
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Writers' opinions cover wide ranQe of topics
EDITOR'S NOTE:
The CAMPUS CRIER invites
all readers to submit letters to
the editor.
would appreciate.
them being typed, doublespaced
and on one side of the paper.
· The CRIER reserves the right
to edit the letters not for content,
but for legal reasons.
All letters .should be in the
CRIER office on the Sµnday
before the Thursday publication.
The CRIER is located in SUB
218.

we

Reflection
on f!lalady
Hear Hr. Mad11en:
I fl'l'I a nl'l'O to wrill• to you anrl t•xpn•ss
to you soml' pt•rsonal fl'l'lingi; that havtJll'rsistl'O within ml' tht-s!' past thrt>t•
months.
,
As I hriPlly ml'ntiom•rl ParliPr, !'duration·
ally. t ht> <'lass I took from you was the best
spP!'ial ·eclu!'ation <·lass I have taken. But to
mt'. pPrsonally, I feel it has changed my life.
For years I have been plagued with
gnawing feelings of guilt regarding my son,

Bill, who is afflicted with cerebral palsy.
That this should have happened to us was
such an overwhelming blow to our young
lives that it brought questions and quests
for answers which we felt were insurmount able. What was Cerebral Palsy? Is it
curable, what caused it, is it hereditary and
so forth. Why did this happen to us when
many of our high school and college friends
were getti(\g married and having such
healthy, beautiful babies? These que.s tions
and feelings of anxiety led me to seek
psychotherapy. I accepted consciously the
fact that some of us will be parents of
children with some sort of handicap. I even
rationalized and decided that God gives
these children _to th~se parents who could
better care for them. However, my sub·

conscious continued to play games with me
and psychotherapy did not help.
During your class from time to time, I
could consciously feel layer after layer of
guilt dissipate. It was a slow, mellowing
process. I began to find peace within
myself, a peace which generated a bolting
down of my anxious drive to keep moving,
to run, to escape that "unknown" that guilt
precipitates. The unknown became known.
I felt I had arrived at some sort of
acceptance, of coming home and a thankful11ess for doing whatever it was we did to
make Bill the success he is in life today. His
victory has now become my victory. Peace
and freedom from guilt have now engulfed
my life.
The subtle and pointed statements you

.

:••••••••••••••••v•••••••• ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••41••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ·••••••••••f

made in class, the excellent slide presentation, our text books all helped me to realize
how_ very fortunate I am. But mainly, I
believe it was an intangible force, your
subtle "vibe pattern" that I was being tuned
in on that helped so much. It was the
_"unsaid" at times that was shouting at me.
Your emphasis on eliminating guilt kept
filtering through my mind. There were days
when I felt you were talking directly to me.
I was learning more about tha't which
frightened me and the learning tended to
make my fears less frightening and alludes
to the fact that that which we don't know
poses such a threat to our lives.
The class that I took from you, Glenn,
wants and demands that I share my
experiences with other parents who are in
the_same situation. That knowledge, under·
standing and talking out our feelings of
helplessness at times is so therapeutic to all
involved. I plan to make this my goal in life .
Again, thank you for giving me a new life
filled with freedom and acceptance. I am so
grateful!
·
Mabel Hassen

Vandalism
condemned
To the Editor:

...

I condemn the action of those students,
and I use that term loosely, wh0 tJ"Shed
over a light pole located south of Stevens·
Whitney. To conserve the printer's i11k. let
me just say this act, like .all vandalism, is
devoid of any social utility. So, my feJlow
students, the next time one of you gets the
uncontrollable urge to push something, may
I suggest you hurry over to Muzzall Hall,
ascend to the ninth floor, locate a convenient window, open it, perch on the sill and
then push off. As you fall, you cari take
satisfaction in knowing the instant you splat
all over the ground you will have benefited
society by removing a menace from its
ranks.

Will Chicano Studies survive here?
Few Chicano Studies programs have survived the turbulent '60s.
Those that have appear to have succeeded by dramatically ch.anging
their original focus of creating an environment for incoming Chicano
students, an environment that would make higher education .more
atractive while simultaneously reducing "cultural shock." Closely
related was an intense ambition to bring the resources of the
_ university to the Chicano community: the barr!<?·
The presently "successful'' programs appear to fall into two general
categories: (1) those programs which have become closely aligned
with departments of education offering a bilingual/bicultural
sequence and (2) those programs that have devoted all of their
resources to research projects of varied approaches. Certainly the
best example of the latter is the Chicano Studies Center of the
University of California at Los Angeles.
Generally speaking, the early Chicano students, or veterans of the
"Third World Movements," saw Chicano Studies as a: vehicle for
gaining the skills and knowledge necessary to become politically and
culturally involved in the pursuit of social change for the bar:rio and
for Chicano people throughout the United States. There.also existed a
strong underlying motivation to help Chicano students coming from
the barrio and into the college environment for the first time to
develop a better self-image and self-concept and a new c;ultural
awareness of their rich heritage in all its aspects: historical, linguistic,
political, sociological, psychological and philosophical.
The "new wave" of Chicano students beginning probably during
1972-73 disagreed with the old veterans who initially marched and
demonstrated to influence universities across the country to open
their doors to Chicano Studies. The hew wave of Chicano students
appear better prepared to enter college and less interested in
community development, community control, community organizing,
and so on. Current efforts seem more scholarly in inclin~tion and
ambition, certainly an effort to get away from the homogeneous
Anglo-Saxon framework and start to develop more realistic
multi-cultural models in all disciplines.
Caught in the ~iddle , has always been the Chicano "professor"
viewed by Chicano students as all-powerful, all-knowing, all-committed and with the ability to lead in bringing social change for Chicanos
on campus. The administration of most institution~ meanwhile viewed
Chicano faculty as a necessary "evil,".illegitjmate, but important as a
buffer between the administration and the. aroused Chicano
community. Even within this impossible dilemma, most Chicano
faculty persons have attempted to meet their professional obligations
April
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and maintain personal integrity. .
.
The historical development of Chicano Studies on this campus is
beyond the intent of this short article. At Central, Chicano Studies is
one Chicano person working under the label of lecturer within the
Ethnic Studies Program in the School of Social and Behavioral
Sciences. The success _or failure of Chicano Studies at Central is
difficult to measure since a great deal of controversy has existed and
the future remains uncertain. The present Chicano 1ecturer., a social
worker and social research person by training, leaves In June 1976,
having only been a one-year replacement forthe r.e gular lecturer who
has resigned. Therefore, in September 1976 a new faculty person will
be hired and naturally will bring 'yet another intellectual perspective
of Chicano Studies to Central. Obviously, the lack of continuity must
hurt the "program."
The present lecturer, Justino Balderrama, finds the following
general goals important for a relevant Chicano Studies Program: (1)
building a bridge between the college and Chicano communities; (2)
developing courses that specifically address the concerns of Chicano
people-courses that develop professional skills in social research, legal
research, community development, social service, delivery systems,
social planning and so on, and; (3) to create an environment of
scholarly '.research study for Chicano students so that research
projects and methodologies can evolve for a better understanding of .
self and community.
Are these goals so very different from t.hose broader goals that the
college has articulated?
Yet many unanswered questions remain. For example: What is
Chicano Studies in terms of specific goals and objectives? How does a
community (and which community, since each community has
different goals and aspirations) relate to the goals of a Chicano
Studies program? What kinds of inputs should the community have?
Which communities? Why? Does a Chicano Studies program have to
be totally provincial? Or even regional? Can a Chicano Studies
program be addressed to the concerns of Chicanos in general? What
about a Chicano Studies program within an Ethnic Studies Program
which has its own guidelines and goals?
Thus, the "problems" of Chicano Studies remain as once described
by Refugio I. Rochin as a "hurculean" task. The criticism from both
dissatisfied Chicanos and non-Chicanos alike continues, and will
continue, but institutions of higher . education have historically
neglected Chicano affairs too long for any turning back. Chicano
Studies will survive, if not at Central, certainly at other colleges and
universities throughout the United States.
CAMPUS CRIER

Steve Bollman

Prof defends
previous letter
To the Editor:
With regai-d to Linda Grant's letter about
the malice of any professor who defends
Central against the charges that it contributes to the alcoholic tendencies of vulnerable students:
(1) We all need more sympathy and
respect than we get. That is why Kant
postulated a heaven, because in this world
the rain falleth alike on the just and the
unjust. ·
(2) Let us go candidly to the fundamental
trouble with alcoholics which has been
factually traced by the great Daniel
Moynihan, sociologist, UN representative,
r ising star and heavy thinker. He notes that
in America the Irish and the Blacks, who
are mothered in a dominating and yet
unrealistic and restricting way in theiI
early years, are the unhappiest and the
most alocholic minority groups. Now,
Italians are also mothered a great deal, but
are not alcoholics. Why .is this? Why do
Italians; dying on the battlefield or in car
crashes or ski lift disasters, say as their last
word, "Momma," while Americans, according to Air Traffic Control research, say as
their last parting significant thought,
"Shit"? A difference in the way they have
been raised by their mothers. Mothers
should take their job very seriously, and yet .
allow their young to mature, and face the
problems of sex, money and adult realities.
Then the adults will not turn to the bottle of
wine as a substitute for the bottle of milk,
the unforgotten breast. As Freud said,
toilet training and weaning are the crucial
aspects of human existence. There the
problems of education and maturation lie;
there, not in Central's ability to educate
people and train them to adult life. What I
defend is the freedom of students over 21 to
drink and smoke and chew tobacco and
breath free air and get an education; why
should that be taken as an attack on women
and akoholics?
Robert Goedecke
Philosophy

FIVE

Inflation, fuel costs among considerations

Housing rate increase approved by Trustees
by BERNARD E. JENSEN
The cost of Jiving at Central is
about to increase.
The Board of Trustees, in their
March 19 special meeting, "accepted and approved" proposed
rate increase figures presented by
Wendell Hill, director of Auxiliary
Services. The action was taken
contingent upon notification of the
bonding trustees and their acceptance. The rate increases becomes effective on approvar of the
bonding trustees or after April 9 if
they take. no action. (Bonding
trustees are the adminstrators of
the bonds that were used to
construct the housing facilities.)
According to the figures accepted by the Board, new residents of North Hall and women's
~'

~

co-op will pay $1,690 per academic
year for o.ccupancy and meals for
seven days. In the 1975-76 academic year the rate was $1,480.
The increase amounts to about 14
per cent. New residents of other
halls will pay $1,445 per academic
year for room and meals for seven
days, an increase of about 11 per
cent over the $1,300 for academic
75-76.

r ,

We Serve Breakfast
'"'"° f}J! ALLDAY and DAILY
-,~ ~
lunch specials $1.45
E.veryday Breakfast special $1 ~00
served until lOAM

,<,,

According to the document presented to the Board by Hill,
"Those who reside in college
housing on or before May 31, 1976,
will not have a rate increase,
except for summer session, during
the 1976-77 academic year, provided there is continuous ,occupancy in the same type of
housing." The plan attempts to
continue the fixed-rate concept,
but on a non-contractual basis,
according to Hill.

Residents of Student Village,
Anderson and Veteran's Co-op also
face increases, according to figures
presented to the Board of·
Trustees. The rate for a onebedroom apartment with one or
two occupants will increase from
$133 per month to $140, up five per
All single freshman and sophocent. The fee for each additional more students at Central, who are
sub-lessee will double, from $25 to under 21, are required to live in
S50 per month.
college housing facilities, ac. cording to WAC 106-156-010.

Adeline's Cafe

'~~

A one-bedroom apartment · in
Campus Courts will increase about
seven per cent, from $121 a month
to $130. Other family living apartments face similar increases.

7_ AM-7PM Monday-Thursday

7 AM-8PM Friday
7 AM-6PM Saturday
9AM-2PM Sunday
3 J 5 S. Main

There are several exceptions, including approval of the Director of
Auxiliary Services, listed in WAC
106-156-011.
Only three students, all Crier
staff members, attended the
special meeting of the Board of
Trustees, which was held in Gruoe

'Community ~ialogue .underway
An ambitious two-month program of "community dialogue"
.· designed to generate discussion ·

962-9982
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beginning at 4 pm on the last day mandates but doesn't follow-up
of finals.
with funding."
In a closed session, the Board
According to . the brochure,
considered several personnel mataction taken by Housing and Food
ters, including resignations, leaves
Services to reduce operating costs
of absence, reappointments and
includes restriction of repairs to
new appointments, .according to
buildings~ furniture and equipthe agenda.
ment; limiting purchase of
Some of the considerations dematerial for maintenance and re·termining a housing rate increase
pair; changing mailing practices to
were: an anticipated five per cent
reduce postage expenses; tersalary increase for full-time emminating one position in the
ployees being considered by the
Auxiliary Services Office; and no ·
· legislature, inflation, increased
longer providing paper· towels in
fuel costs and anticipation of a
residence-hall bathrooms, except
severe winter next year, and a
for guest bathrooms. This la~t
waiver of fees for three to six per
action has been a sore spot for
cent of the full-time students. · residents.
According to the brochure, fee
Even with the rate increase, all
waivers would increase the loss of
the
needs of Housing and Food
revenue from building fees from
Services will not be met, according .
about $12,000 to about $14,000, but
to the brochure. Currently needed
"the waiving of such fees appears
repairs
include
carpeting,
to be in conflict with the bond
draperies and other items in
resolution" which requires ·the
residence halls and dining areas.
college to charge all foll-time
students a building use fee of not
Improvements scheduled to be
less than $25 per regular quarter.
made this year include painting
"Things are getting so tight all · the exterior of Brooklane Village
the fees can't be waived," said Dr.
apartments and completing the
Brooks, college president. "This is
installation of vinyl wall covering
another area where the legislature
in Quigley and Davies Residences.

and develop public policy about
children's and women's rights and
~etirement has begun here.
The project is partially funded
by a $16,130 grant from the
Washington Commission for the
Humanities and sponsored by a
broad spectrum of Ellensburg
. organ.izations.
The state grant was awarded to
the Central Office of Continuing

Education and its Women's Center, which is the overall directoragency.

A series of public meetings
featuring panel discussions, film
showings, specialized speakers
and workshops · will be held at
several locations in Ellensblirg
through May 21._
Alice Yee, director of Central's
Women's Center and coordinator
of the project, reported that
among the speakers brought to
Ellensburg for the program will be
a number of experts in various

HOPPY'S SPRING SHRINKAGE SALE
AP~. 8, 9 & 10 only
105 EAST 4th [next to Pioneer Hobbies]
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Shirts: 10G%ra.wsilk fancy embroidered fit both men and women. Reg.
$12 now $9.95
Jewelry Boxes: Handpainted Paper Mache and lacquer from Kashmir
each original and unique, 100/ooff
Necklaces: Hand carved Bone Ivory or Sandalwood with Elephant or
Flower Beads, Reg. $10 now $6.50
·
Pipes: Handcarved (animal and flowers in relief) Red Sandalwood or
Ebony; 11" Hukka was $18 now $12.95
5" Hukka was $8.50 now $5.95

23 different styles

Chillums were $8 and $5 now only $4.95 and $2.95
Shaklee Organic Food Supplements and Household Products Special
once only 100/ooff introductory offer.

12.95 .to 25.00

Bedspreads from India; Hand Printed Hand Woven lOOo/oeotton many
differe~t designs 150/ooff
Tapestry Carpets from France, beautiful wall hangings or for a
special floor, 100/ooff.

MUND Y'S
Downtown Ellensburg
SIX

Portugese Tablecfoths: Beautiful and Brightly colored embroidered
cloths 100/ooff.

fields from throughout the Nortlawest.
Titled "Our Human Resources:
A Community Dialogue on ..,., ,
Values," the program is to be
operated under a budget of
$32,325 with some monies and
"in-kind" support to come from the
local sponsors and volunteers.
Among other sponsoring groups
are the Ellensburg Public Library,
League of Women Voters, Kittitas
County Action Council and Ameri- ~
can Association of University
Women.
The three major areas to be
covered by the program are:
Children in Today's World; A
Dialogue on Children's Rights and
Responsibilities; Women and
Equality: Legal and Social Implications in Education, Employment
and Marriage; and Retirement:
Private or Public Concern.
Sessi~ns in the overall program
will be held -at Central, at the
Ellensburg Public Library, Kittitas County Courthouse and Ellensburg' s United Methodist Church.

Yee indicated that the program
is an outgrowth of a successful
symposium on "The Family" which
was held in Ellensburg a year ago. ..
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We're shrinking the inventory down a bit to make room for the
Peaceful Valley Foods Store that will soon inhabit the front part of
the shop. Hoppy's will be moving into the rear of the building using
the same front door as Peaceful Valley Foods.
CAMVUS CRIER
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Fiddling around
Fiddling music. It's uniquely western . . Last
,. Saturday the Washington State Oldtime Fiddlers
entertained in downtown Ellensburg, playing
songs deepJy em~edded in the Old West.
It

Some remembered the songs, some
wondered about them. And the Oldtime
Fiddlers preserved part of o·u r western
7

heritage.
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Master's art student
shows work in SUB The Master's presentation by
Central artist Laura Levesque is
being presented next week in the
SUB. The works were originally
unveiled· last quarter in the Fine
Arts gallery, and were met with
the largest turnout for a Master's
presentation a member of the
gallery committee could rememb~r. The artist allowed the show- ·
ing in the SUB so all Central
3 tudents can see her works and
react.
Board of Control Manager John
Drinkwater has high expectations
for the Levesque show~ and calls it
a major breakthrough in bringing
Art Department work into the
SUB.

unusual combinations.
Levesque has personally collected all of the pieces found ~n her
work. She uses rope as othP.r
artists use lines, and likes black
because it makes a "stronger"
statement.
The artist says she enjoys her
work, and hopes people will have
fun viewing her creations. She said
collecting the pieces and putting
them together was fun for her. If
nothing else, she hopes the pieces
will be seen as fun.
Those attending last quarter's
unveiling seem to particularly like
several pieces. The "Equestrian
Camoflage Number Four'' which
combines neon, plastic and
feathers was very popular.

Levesque's assembleages are
reminiscent of Robert Rausenberg. Using plastic, wood, metal,
paper and glass, the artist creates ,
The use of multi-textural materher works to force a reaction from
the viewer. Levesque says she ials in art has been growing in
makes some of her works purpose- popularity for the past 20 years.
fully unattractive, blending kitsch Lev·e sque said such work provides
and other elements, again, to force emotional impact as well as
the viewer to respond to her strength and movement.

Bicentennial musical scheduled
A community musical to cele- . Time Religion" and the Chestnutbrate the Bicentennial will be ters will be spotlighted in a
presented tomorrow at 8 pm in the rock-type religious number. The
Pavilion. Two hundred years of combined choruses will also sing
American growth will be depicted "The Battle Hymn of the Republic"
in music and slides in a quick-mov- and "A New Wind Blowin'."
Rounding out the choral numing hour-and-a-h!ilf show. Arley
Vancel will show slides and Bar- bers will be "Bye Bye Blues," by a
barbershop quartet (the Synergisbara Brummett will coordinate 28
musical numbers presented by tics); "The Gallows Tree," by
Gordon Leavett's Singers; "This
more than 500 performers from
musical groups from Central, the Land is Your Land" and "Medley,"
public schools and the community. by the Junior High Orchestra and
The program will begin with a Chorus; and "Testament of an
contrast of the East--with its American," by the High School
turmoil, its cities, its war--to the Chorus and Orchestra.
subdued, quiet Northwest and on
The choruses and orchestras
to Ellensburg with a rendition of from the college and public schools
"Down in the Valley." It portrays will be joined by local speciality
Arnt::rica at play and at war, her groups, such as the Old Time
occupations and industries, and Fiddlers, square dancers and
concludes with the combined grade-school student dancers.
choruses, bands and orchestra in
"An Era of Peace."
Chorus presentations will include "Wagon Wheels" and
"Country Sunshine" by the Swmgers and "Tenting on the Old damp
Grounds," by the Men's Chorus.
"The Community Chorus will sing
the "Mormon Hymn" (the Mormon
As a general rule, most enterreligion was the only one that
grew out of the West) and "Old tainment activities are pre-planed before the quarter starts and
such is the case this spring ... except that activities may be added
to the present schedule in May.

'fhe idea of an ail-community
h icentennial musical originated
with Donald Goetschius and he, as
chairman, is coordiri~ting the presentation. He represents the
YMCA, sponsor of the musical.
This is a youth-benefit program,
with proceeds to be used for
projects for youth in the area.
Tickets are $1.50 for adults and
$1 for students and are on sale at
the YMCA Office, the Friendly
Place, the Ladies Lounge and at
the door.
Immediately preceding the
musical an international dinner
will be given in the SUB by the ·
Central scholarship · luncheon
groups ~o raise money for scholarships.

Entertainment includes
movies, dance, rodeo

Stooges Follies Tuesday, June 1 at
7 and 9 pm. Admission, 50 cents.
And for those who like to dance,
on April 16, Gabriel will be playing
in the SUB Large Ballroom from 9
to midnight. Admission will be
$1.50 each or $2 per couple.
Right now the schedule looks
· At this point it would be nice to
like this:
announce a major concert date,
For movie-goers there are five . but that is not possible yet.
upcoming features all on Tuesday
There will be a college rodeo
and all in the SUB theatre,
sponsored by Central and UVC,
upstairs for you rookies:
May 7, 8 and 9 at the Ellensburg
1) The Great Waldo PepJ?er Rodeo Arena.
Tuesday, April 13 at 3, 7 and 9 pm.
As is apparent to most, budgets
Admission, $1. 2) Emmanuelle
are always a problem and the ASC
(truly X-rated) Tuesday, April 20
entertainment programming is no
at 12, 3, 7 and 9 pm. Admission, $1.
exception. But it is hoped that the
3) Midnight ManTuesday, May 4
"major-concert" will be a money
-at 7 an_d 9 pm. Admission, 50 cents.
maker for the ASC. After that
event more activities including
4) Texas Chainsaw Massacre
some possible outdoor concert_s
Tuesday, May 18 at 3, 7 and 9 pm.
will be added.
Admission, 75 cents. 5) Three
i • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .•••. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Qu·o succeeds after stump
by ROB MATES
Status Quo
Capital ST-11509

Status Quo is an English rock
band that has been together for
nine years, virtually since school
days. Its first major breakthrough
- was in 1967 when "Pictures of
Matchstick Men shot to the top
five position on both the American
and British charts.

makes this one a winner. Rain, a
hypnotic number, contains harmonies that resemble old Beatles'
material--but much superior musically.
·
A distinct Chuck Berry movement is traceable on four songs. It
seems that Chuck Berry has
always had an influence on English
.bands, including The Who, Kinks,
Rolling Stones and Beatles.

The best song on the album is a
rocker called That's A Fact. Good
vocals and the heavy rhythm
section give this the makings of an
FM hit--and that's a fact.
Looking at the album as a whole,
it is the highest achievement in
three years · for Status Quo. I
would buy this album and am
looking forward to the upcoming
live appearance of Quo in Seattle.

(Hal Holbrook's 'Twain')
scheduled for Seattle
Hal Holbrook, known for his
characterizations of famous persons, will bring his one-man stage
production, Mark Twain Tonight,
to the Seattle Opera House for one
performance Saturday, April 24 at
8pm .
Holbrook spent five years researching the · character of Mark
Twain before he introduced the
off-Broadwav
~pm.
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if"nces that he is a true~to-life
recreation of Mark Twain.
Mark Twain Tonight has won
the Vernon Rice Award and Outer
Critic's Circle in 1959 for offBroadway; the Tony and Drama
Critic's Circle in 1966 for the
Broadway production and three
Emmy nominations in 1967.
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Central's Program Growth Great
During the past five years,
Central has made major strides in
the initiation of new programs and
students now on campus have the
opportunity to enroll in major and
minor studies which were unavailable only one student-generation
ago.
The advances have been accomplished in response to student
requests and in keeping with
national career and job trends.
Specifically, 24 new bachelor's
degree major programs, 20 new
minor programs, 17 new special
programs or projects and two new
pre-professional programs have
been launched.
Additionally, there have been
three new graduate degree pr ograms developed while six unproductive programs have been discontinued.
Essential to the support of the
new and long-running standard
programs is the level of faculty
research funding and academic
grants and con tracts. These activities have been stepped up considerably, providing not only greater
depth to course offerings but more
opportunities for student involvement in research.
Truly a university in scope,
Central presents students with
career training possibilities in an

ever wider range of liberal arts
and sciences areas.
Thfs fiv~-year major expansion
of offerings has been accomplished
during a period of restricted
budgeting and reduction in faculty
and staff.
Because the immediate future
for the college appears to hold
additional budgetary and staffing
problems, the development of
even more new programs must be
carefully initiated. The college
faculty and administration, however, is dedicated to the vigorous
pursuit of excellence which, of
necessity, includes the incorporation of new and relevant offerings.
The past five-ye:...r histvry of
new "major" development at
Central shows the successful
inaguration of baccalauerate degree programs in these areas:
Accounting; Aerospace Science; Allied Health Sciences;
Anthropology; Black Studies;
Chicano Studies; Ethnic Studies;
Native American Studie&; Business Administration specialities
in financial administration, management and organization, management science and marketing
management; Chemistry; Distributive Education; Elementary
Education; Elementary Physical
Education; Foreign Languages

High Percentage
of Doctorates
Central's faculty arid administration, of which 63.4 per cent hold
the doctoral degree, bring to the
campus not only _ a wealth of
background and training but a
diversity of educational experience.
Members of the faculty have
obtained their highest bachelors,
masters and doctoral degrees from
more ·than 100 institutions of
higher education, among them
many of the m~st prestigious in
the nation.
The universities and colleges
which trained Central's faculty
and adminstratiors are scattered
throughout the country--some in
foreign nations. They provided the
CWSC faculty with a broad exposure to ideas, principles and attitutes which benefit students cur- ·
rently in class.
The institutions from which
Central faculty were graduated
range from among the nations
oldest and most respected in the
East such as Harvard to those
among the largest in the Midwest
and West such as Ohio State
University, University of Texas
and University of California.
Although Central faculty do
come from and have trained in
many parts of the nation, there is a
high percentage of native Northwesterners, well qualified by all
academic standards, who remain
in Washington State because they
love this region.
Thus the largest number . of
egrees--84--from . one institution
held by Central faculty members is.
from the University of Washington. Sixty degrees each have been

granted by Washington State University and the University of
Oregon to Central instructors.
Central Washington State
College was the site for undergraduate or master's degree level
study by a number of Centralfaculty members--58 hold CWSC
degrees--who chose to return to
their alma mater to teach.
Among other higher education
institutions attended by Central
faculty are: Boston University,
Brandeis University, Columbia
University, Cornell, Syracuse,
Pennsylvania State, Pittsburgh,
Indiana, Chicago, Michigan State,
Wayne State, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, Kansas, Duke, George
Washington, Arkansas, Tulan_e,
Oklahoma, .South Caroline, John
Hopkins, Colorado, _New Mexico,
Arizona, Brigham Young, Mills,
Stanford, Hawaii, Southern California, Northwestern, Montana,
Wyoming, Idaho, and on and on.
The college and university
teaching experience of Central's
faculty is about as wide and varied
as is the academic training for that
teaching. Central faculty have
come to posts on the Ellensburg
campus from institutions through- out the nation and many have been
invited to temporarily teach at
other colleges and universities
during - summers or leaves of
absence.
The percentage of Central faculty and administration holding
doctoral degrees, 63.4, is at a high
level by national standards. The
percentage is eyen hjgher, above
70 per cent, if only the full-time
teaching faculty is considered.

for Elementary Teachers; GeoHealth; Organizational Communlogy; Industrial Distribution
ication; Religious ~tudies; and
Technology; Journalism; Law
Special Education.
and Justice; Leisure Services;
The two newest pre-professional
Mass Communications; Occupaprograms are in legal secretarial
tional Safety and Health; Religand medical secretarial areas.
ious Studies, and Secondary
A wide range of new and
Speech Communication.
innovative programs, centers and
A wide range of newly devel- offices has been established. M~t
oped "minors" provides additional are directly involved in a,iding
breadth and greatly enhanced students and many provide opporcareer training for students. The tunities for very specialized study
new "minors" include:
or research · by ·students. They
Administration; Office Maninclude:
agement; Anthropology; Art
Academic Advisement Center;
History; Black Studies; Chicano
Asian Studies Program; Center
Studies; Ethnic Studies; Native
for Career and Technical
American Studies; Coaching;
Studies; Campus Environmental
Computer Sciences; Crafts; Data
Learning Center; Cooperative
Processing; Driver and Traffic
Education Program; Elementary
Safety; Educational Media; LeiEducation Program; EnvironsurP Services ; Mass Communimental Studies; Extended Decation; Occupational Safety and
gree Program; Elementary Edu-

cation Program; Environmental
Studies; Extended Degree Prosrams in seven different areas;
Freshman Humanities Seminar;
Interdepartmental Major; International Studies; Land Studies
Program; Legislative Internship
Program; Local History Project;
Organization Development Center; Retirement Planning; Washington Center for Early Childhood Education, and Central
Washington Archaeological Survey.
The increase in grants and
contracts work has been dramatic.
Monies received by the college for
various research and study projects under such grants and contracts (federal, state and private)
increa.s ed from $605,890 in 1972 to
$1,244,561 in fiscal 1975.

Faculty Expertise Noted
As new academic programs
come "on the line" at Central and
innovative projects are initiated to
tie college study to the "real
world"of careers and professions,
the Central faculty is ready.
For not only are Central instructors broadly backgrounded by
reason of their own academic
preparation, they are thoroughly
up-to-date on industrial and professional trends and needs.
Members of the faculty keep in
touch with that "real world" off the
campus by involvement in a wide
range of activities. Proof of the
faculty expertise is shown in the
number and variety of papers,
articles and books published by
Central instructors; -by the honors
bestowed on individual faculty
members; by the outside committee assignments, professional,
civic and governmental duties
accepted by faculty members.
A br.ief listing of such activities
indicates the wealth of talent on
the Central campus:
Richard Doi, Art, has been
appointed by Gov. Dan Evans to
the Washington State Commission
·on Asian-American Affairs.
Robert Yee, Political Science, is
one of only 25 persons nationwide
to be selected by the American
Political Science Association for
participation in a series of seminars at Stanford :University.
One of the first seven persons in
the nation selected for induction
into a newly created National
Aerospace Education Association
Hall of Fame is J. Wesley Crum,
Education.
Dale Comstock, graduate
studies dean, has been elected a
foundation member of the Pacific
Science Center in Seattle.
Listed in the latest edition of
International Who's Who in Asian
Studies is Usha Mahajani, Political
Science, whose articles have been
widely published.
Museologist Leonard Williams
was invited by the American
Museum of Natural History to
take part in archaeological re. search off the Georgia Coast.
· Gordon Warren, History, has
begun a two-year term of office on
the International Council of Phi
Alpha Theta.
Serving in_ a nationai office of

the Association of Educational
Communications and Technology
is Charles Vlcek, Audio-Visual
_
Services.
Motion picture x-ray research
by Raymond Wheeler, Music, has
been the subject of several national reports.
U.S. Secretary of Commerce
Ellion Richardson invited Dee
Eberhart, Geography, to present
testimony dealing with public education to a federally-sponsored
hearing.
Adrian Beamer and Dean
Nicholson, Physical Education,
only recently completed terms of
office as national president of
basketball coaches and athletic
directors associations.
The Robert L. Carmin Prize for
the Best Steinbeck Review of the
Year has been awarded to Robert
Benton, English.
Clayton Denman, Anthropology,
has been called to Boston to
represent a paper on the functions
of small towns to the American
Association for the Advancement
of Scie nce.
Appointed by Gov. Dan Evans
to the Washington State Examining Board of Psychology was
Eldon Jacobson, Psychology.
Luis Valdespino, Foreign Languages, has been awarded a
Deploma de Honor in recognition
of his patriotic and cultural works
in the protection of the Cuban
national inheritance.
William Schmidt, Audio-Visual
Services, is the president of the
Washington Association for Educational Communications and
Technology.
1

The presidency of the Washington Association of Foreign .Language Teachers_has been assumed
by Dieter Romboy, Foreign Languages.
Named by the governor to the
State Advisory Board of the
National Historical Publications
and Records Commission was Earl
Glauert, History.
Lonald "Corky" Bridges,
Admissions, is a member of a
newly created Washington ·State
certificate of Educational Compe~
tence Advisory Committee.
Don Guy, Psychology, recently
received a $20,000 grant from the
National Science Foundation to
develop a module ef instruction for
precollege psychology.
William Smith, Anthropology,
has been asked by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the· Washington
State Game Department to assess
archaeological resources on
several areas under their control.
He also has been asked to help
develop guidelines for state environmental legislation.
A paper by Robert Irving,
Physical Education, was one of
only 27 worldwide selected for
presentation at an international
symposium at the University of
Oregon.
Paul LeRoy, History. who was
in Ethopia during that nation's
recent revolution, has been called
upon to speak to U.S. military
personnel about "Africa_in Crisis."
George Ma~inko, Geography,
was among delegates from 70
countries to take part in a United
Nations conference in Hungary
this winter.

Instruction

An indication that Central's faculty does care about the
effectiveness of its instruction is shown by the recent organization of
a Faculty Professional Development Center in Bouillon Ha11.
The new center is an outgrowth of ,several years of faculty
discussion about the question "What can we do to improve conditions
for more effective instruction at Central?"
A series of workshops by and for the faculty have been held and
seminars and discussion groups formed. The professional development center which has resulted is designed to enable faculty
members to share teaching tech~iques and strategies.
The study group most involved in the initiation of the development
center is composed of faculty membei:s Jean Putnam, Charles Vlcek,
Shahid Refai, Otto Jakubek, Ham Howard, Zoltan Kramar and Clint
Duncan.
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Have more fun; make floating the Yakima safe
adequate distance down river to
clear all obstructions and gain the
middle of the river.
Thjs guide to safe floating is ON THE RIVER:
designed to prepare you to de~l
Observe the 't hree basic rules of
with yourself and with the Yakima floating safety:
River.·Floating the river can be an
1. Look ahead--Your immediate
exhilarating and continued exper- surroundings may be comfortable,
ience or it can be your last living but what lies ahead may drown
experience.
you.
THREE BASIC RULES FOR
2. Plan ahead--Stay in the midFLOATING SAFELY:
dle of the river; when the river
l)Look ahead; 2) plan ahead; 3) branches or there is a log jam
maintain your head.
ahead, pick your course and make
ENTERING THE RIVER:
your move as soon as possible. The
Look for an area that satisfies River Gods are impartial, your
the following conditions: l)low life is only as sacred as you believe
bank; 2) open area with no heavy it to be.
brush or snags along the bank; 3)
3. Maintain your head--If you
quiet water or slow current; 4)_ cannot avoid a confrontation with

THE RIVER VIRGIN'S GUIDE
TO SAFE FLOATING

f

River clean-up slated
Floaters! River Lovers! Rafters! Arise! Now is the time to come to
the aid of your Yakima River! The annual Yakima River clean-up wm
be held Saturday, May l, and all students are encouraged to join in
and make the river cleaner and safer.
According to the chairman of this year's clean~up, Wendell Hill, the
river workers will clean up debris and garbage from Swauk Creek to
the landslide, and will especially concentrate on the Swauk Creek to
the Upper River Bridge area. Also, clean-up crews will police along
the Cle Elum Highway removing litter and garbage.
A planning session for the clean-up will be held today at 3:45 in the
South Cafeteria. Anyone interested is encouraged to attend.
Like river clean-ups of previous years, the work ·will stop for a river
lunch of hotdogs and beverages.
The clean-up this year is being sponsored by the Ellensburg Greys,
a river-floating group.

the River Gods, this will be your
last chance to save yourself. The
three basic rules also apply to
emergency situations, only they
are narrowed down to SEE,
THINK and ACT. If any part of
this combination is left out; your
margin for survival is narrowed.
Remember only rocks, logs, and
lit.ter cannot control their progress
along the river.

STICKS AND STONES CAN
BREAK YOUR BQNES:
When floating in shallow water
in a tube it is advisable to assume a
butt-up position (arch your back a
little) to avoid unexpected bottomto-bottom contact with the river
bed. It is also customary to holler
"butt-up" to your fellow floaters.
Tail bone injuries are a common
fate of tube floaters.
Log jams can best be dealt with
by staying away from them.
However, if you must learn the
hard way, then you will need the
following information. Log jams
usually occur on the outside of a
bend in the river or on islands that
are flooded during high water.
Logs are -carried by the main
current and deposited when the

main current meets an obstruction. If you hit a log jam in a tube
you will be sucked under by the
current. You might be able to pull
yourself up on top of the log jam,
but it is unlikely, as the main
current has a velocity of 5 to 10
miles per hour. If you hit a log jam
with a raft you might make it if
you don't puncture the raft and if
you do the f9.llowing: 1) Sit down

inside the raft; 2) shift your weight
toward the log jam (this allows the
current to flow under the raft
instead of over the top); 3) spin the
raft with the current to clear the
log jam; 4) if the current pushes
water over the top and into the
.raft, it will flip under the log jam.
If this happens, JUMP, you might
be able to get on top of the log jam
or aw_a_y from it. _

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS
INDEPENDENt AUTO REPAIR

603 North Main

925-5539

I

'

Golden. Needle
Largest selec!ion in town:
*Denims

*Gauze

* Calcutta (pantweight
gauze)

GOLDEN NEEDLE
Corner 3rd & Anderson ,

VETERANS!! _!!!
Need extra bucks to help out with school, rent, books, auto, etc.?
Try one year with your Washington Army' National Guard.
$1100 to $1400 A YEAR!
.
Here's how it works. You enlist in the Washington Army National
Guard for one year. You enlist in the grade you had at the time of
your release from active duty, regardless of branch of service ... Army,
Air Force, Navy, Marines, etc. At the end of your one-year
enlistment, you can decide not to re-enlist. Or you can extend for
another year or logner.
·
TRY ONE, makes sense ..• for you and for us. TRY ONE, it's a
good part-time job. From $1100 to $1400 for one weekend a month and
· a two-week camp. Thirty-eight days total time. And that's $1100 to
$1400 extra cash on top of your G.I. Bill.
GOOD PAY! Plus other BENNIES.
A GOOD PART-TIME JOB
For more details, contact:
Co. A 1st Bn 161st Inf M
Phone:
Wenatchee 662-8005
Ellensburg 925-2933 or 925-1827

Bfing sfrved TDDAYinthe
SUB Fllr

l :::1 Q[J
.

·::p a

Luncheon meal includes:
Homemade Spaghetti, Garlic French
Bread and French Cut Green Beans.

Enlistment Counselor Lt. Carl E. La~yer
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EXAMINATION FOR CIVIL SERVICE
POSITIONS
The last Civil Service Examination (Pace)
will be given May 8. The deadline to make
application for this exam is April 12.
Application booklets may be picked up at
the Career Planning and Placement Center,
Barge 105.
TEACHER EDUCATION TESTS
Studt--11ls intert"sted in entering the
Teacher Educati<>n Program at Central are
requred to take a basic skills test in
English, spelling, math, handwriting and
reading. Spring quarte~ testing _is_s~hedul -

ed for May 1. Those interested in entering
the Teacher Education Program can apply in
Black 216 .
. For more information, call the Office of
Teacher Education 963-2662.
COMMUNITY GALLERY
The Community Gallery, located at 408 1/z
N. Pearl, upstairs, will feature the ninth
annual exhibit of all Kittitas County
schools. Fine arts, crafts and industrial arts
are included. Preview: 1-4 pm Sunday,
April 4. Exhibit ends May 1. Regular hours:
Noon to 5 pm, Tuesday through Saturday.
Contact Keren Gilreath at 925-3094 for
further information.

DR. T. G. HEATON
TAK'ES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING
HIS ASSOC/A TION WITH

DR. WM. R MEYER

PLAYWRITING CONTEST
Central's Drama Club, Threepenny
Players, announces that they are sponsoring a playwriting contest this year. The
contest is open to anyone.
Rules--The plays have to be original
scripts; no adaptations, please. There must
be a $2 entrance fee accompanying each
script.
Categories--There will be two categories
of plays and two winners; (1) an original
children's play, and (2) an original adult
play. The scripts can be either . one-act or
full -length .
Winners--The winners will be chosen on
Oct. 22. The entrance fees will be divided
among the two winners. The two winning
productions will be put on the following
quarter by the Threepenny Players.
Deadline--The deadline for all scripts will
be no later than Oct. 1. Send all scripts to:
Threepenny Players; c/ o Drama Dept.
CWSC, Ellensburg, Wash. 98926.
For further information, please write
Threepenny Players, in care of the Drama

925-1000

104W.5thAve.

OFFTCE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

AMERICA THE Mt:SICAL
The communitv musical. "American the
:\Iusical." will be held in the Pavilion
tomorrow. April 9. at 8 pm . Tickets are
$1.50 for adults and Sl for students. for
more information call Tav Gren. 925-2466.
or Ruth Harrin1;ton. 925:3065.
FALL QUARTER 1976
STUDENT TEACHEltS
Students requesting a student teaching
placement during fall quarter 1976 should
come to Black 217 to up-date their ;
applications by April 23. Students are ,
reminded that it is your responsibility to
notify (either in person, by phone or by ·
letter) the Office of Clinical Studies (Black
217, 963-3546) if you should change your
plans and want to withdraw your application for student teaching or .reapply for·
anotht•r quarter.

!

ON GUARD!!
INTERESTED IN FENCING?

IN THE PRACTICE OF

OPTOMETRY

Department. CWSC.

Join us
204 Pavillion

Tuesday 7-9 pm

for information call ·
Dr.Putnam
963-1911

BICENTENNIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
During the 1976-77 academic year Fidelity Mutual Savings Bank of Seattle will be
awarding $200,000 in Bicentennial Scholarships. The scholarships will be available to
students attending Washington Community
colleges and universities. The scholarships
will be issued in the amount of $1,000 and
will be awarded on the basis of scholarship
and individual achievement.
The criteria for the scholarships are: the
student must be attending a Washington
two- or four-year college or university, or
be a high school senior planning to attend a
two- or four-year college or university
beginning September, 1976; the student
must be a full-time student in September,
1976, as defined by the Office of the
Registrar of the college or university he is
attending; the student must have a minimum grade point average of 2.50. The
students must indicate some need for
financial assistance. Applicants may be
either male or female of any ethnic origin.
A limited number of applications for the
Fidelity Mutual Savings Bank Scholarships
are now available in the Office of Financial
Aid, Barge 209.
SPRING QUARTER MASTER'S DEGREE
Master's candidates planning to graduate
spring quarter must notify the Graduate
Admissions and Records · Office of their
intent to graduate no later than April 9. All
degree requirements must be completed on
or before May 21 for spring quarter
graudation.
DEGREE DEADLINE
B.A. Degree applications are now
being accepted in the Registrar's Office for
spring quarter graduation. The deadline for
all applications is April 9.
FINANCIAL AID
SUMMER COLLEGE WORK STUDY
EMPLOYMENT
Students interested in being placed on a
college work-study job (part-time or fulltime) for the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge 209, until April 16. An
information sheet will be available explaining eligibili~y and process for applying.
SUMMER NDSL LOAN APPLICATIONS
Applications for summer quarter National Direct Student Loans may be picked up
until April 16 in the Office of Financial
Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge 209.
To qualify for a loan, applicants must have
been enrolled spring quarter. The deadline
for submission of the applications to the
Office of Financial Aid is April 30.
1976-77 BEOG APPLICATIONS
Applications for the 1976-77 Basic Educational Opportunity Grant are now available
in the Office of Financial Aid. Federal
regulations are now changed and all
undergraduates are eligible to apply. All
undergraduate students applying for other
types of financial aid are required to submit
a BEOG application.
1976-77 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION
Financial aid applications and Parent's
and Student's Confidential Statements for
the 1976-77 school year are still available in
the Office of Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid.
Students applying for financial aid at
Central must turn in two forms: the Central
Financial Aid applications must be sent to
the Office of Financial Aid, Barge 209; the
Student Financial Statement or Parent
Confidential Statement must be sent to
P .O. Box 1501, Berkeley, Calif.
Although the deadline dates have passed,
the Office of Financial Aid will continue
accepting applications and awards of aid
will be made as funds allow.

It no longer
has to decide who
is going to college.
Your future no longer has to
be in the hands of the almighty
dollar-your dollars that is. Because an Air Force ROTC 4-year
scholarship will pick up the
bills. Tuition bills ... textbook
and lab bills. Plus, it provides
for a hundred dollar a month
allowance for you to spend as
you see fit.
And at graduation, that
scholarship really starts paying
off. You receive a commission
as an Air Force officer. Plus a

EXIT INTERVIEW INFORMATION
If this is your last quarter at Central and
you have received a National Direct
Student Loan, you must make an appointment for an exit interview.
Call the Office of Student Accounts,
963-3546, or come to the second floor of
Mitchell. We are located just behind the
cashier's cage, near the accounting section.

good job to go to. And a future
without limits. Travel. Promotions. Prestige.
There are 6500 Air Force
ROTC college scholarships in
total. Why not see if you've
earned one during the last few
years.

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to• cover postage and
handling.

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
Contqct: Maior Gray

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., II 206

Air Force ROTC CWSC 963-2314

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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Daniels, Mane/ark
qualify for nationals
Disc.us thrower Mike Daniels
and distance runner Bruce
Manclark each qualified for NAIA
Track Nationals, with outstanding
performances in a metric meet
held ·at Spokane Commupity
College on Saturday.
Daniels heaved the discus 161-3
to capture a first place and qualify
.for nationals. Manclark had a time
of 14:49.3 in the 5,000 meter race,
which gave him a third place finish
and converted time of 14:17.0 in
the 3 mile.
Henry Midles captured the
other first for Central as he threw
threw the hammer 145-8. Second-

place finishes came from Mike
Hamilton in the javelin competition and John Gruver in the
hammer. Dick Nunez placed third
in the shotput.
Another strong performance
was turned in by Central's 400meter relay team as they placed
second with a time of 43.1. Jim
NL-··een, Don Hartman, Nate
Worswick, and Jim Perry comprise
the relay squad.
Daniels and Manclark join distance runner Jim Hennessy who
previously qualified· for the nationals in the three mile.

Intra-murals popular
:t.
Win two, lose one

'Cats' open league play
Central's basebali team opened
league play in fine fashion this past
weekend; they were victorious
twice in a three-game series with
the Eastern Eagles. Affer picking
up a win on Friday afternoon, the
Wildcats split a doubleheader with
the Eagles on Saturday, to give
them a 2-1 record in Evco North

the Wildcats a 5-1 lead.
The Eagles rallied and tied the
contest at five apiece in the
seventh as they were able to get
four runs across the plate. In the
bottom of the eighth, Tim Sund

Western in a game scheduled for 3
pm. Both squads · will take to the
diamond again on Saturday for a
doubleheader slated to begin at
noon.

Central's intra-mural program is Student Fees.
The intra-mural program has
"off and running," according to
Mike McLeod, Central's recrea- enjoyed high participation this
year. During fall quarter, 734 men
tional coordinator.
McLeod said that the spring and 251 women took part, for a
sports will be slow pitch softball, total of 985. Winter quarter, 872
tennis, fencing, wrestling and men and 202 women participated,
bringing the total to 1,074.
swimming.
,
Spring quarter projections by
"Softball," McLeod said, "alMcLeod show that nearly 1,000
ready has 50 teams signed up."
Tennis, swimming, fencing and Central students are expected to
softball will be co-ed and wrestling take part.
Additional information may be
will be offered for men.
The intra-mural budget will be obtained from Rick Mienhold or
Marla Haynes in the Intra-mural
strengthened by an additional
Office, Nicholson 108, between 2
$680 which was obtained by a
supplemental request to Joint _ and 5 pm, Monday through Friday.

received a walk, advanced to . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
second on a sacrifice bunt by Mike
Baker and sprinted home on
Loren's clutch hit to capture the
Division league play.
Backed by a vicious hitting, win for the 'Cats.
In the second half of the doubleattack and stingy pitching, the
header the Wildcats couldn't quite
'Cats captured a 9-1 decision over
muster enough runs and dropped a
the hapless Eagles in action on
close 3-2 contest to the Eagles.
Friday afternoon.
Central jumped ou~ to a 2-0 lead
Aided by a game-winning double
as they scored once in each of the
by Randy Loren in the eighth
second and third innings. But
inning, Central was able to eek out
Eastern evened the score in the
a slim 6-5 victory. The Wildcats
_ :eo9l, pipg-_pqng,__ pinball and more.
Welcome back everybody! We hope you are as
fifth as they came up with a pair of
scored a run in each of the first
Hours: weekdays, 10 am to 10 pm, weekends,
geared up for spring as we are. We also hope that
three innings, which included a
runs.
1-10
pm.
you
will
join
us
in
some
of
the
fun.
·
roundtripper by Rick Mitchell,
Consecutive doubles in the ninth
Pinochle Night--Sunday, April 11 from 7-10 pm in
accounted for the winning Eagle OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
while Eastern tallied a lone run
the Games Room. Come over and meet fellow players
score, as Central was unable to
in the second _ frame. Central
This quarter we are trying out a new concept in and show them your prowess at the game.
padded its lead with a pair of . score in their_half of the inning.
our program called "Free Samples." This new THE "DABBLER" CRAFT SHOP
scores in the fifth inning to give
On Friday the Wildcats will host
program is designed to allow interested faculty
members to share with students something of who
All are welcome to the spring' workshops and ·
they are and what they are .about outside of the classes offered in the "DABBLER." This new craft
classroom situation. Their sharing of the things that facility is open for your participation in formal and
they enjoy most about Central, Ellensburg, the informal craft activities. The shop is located in the
Kittitas Valley and being alive today is your Free front half of the ASC office in the southwest corner
Sample.
of the SUB.

L~mL

~--~&;.Ii!/?~~

Free Samples scheduled · to be offered spring
quarter include: April 24, hiking and birdwatching
with Bob and Becky Benton; May 2, an evening of
French ~ooking and relaxing with Ilda Easterling;
May 15, campfire cooking and musical harmony with
Howard and Ruane Scott; May 22, canoeing the
Winchester Wastewater with Jim a:nd Donna
Nylander.

STRIKE ONE--Mike Ammerman missed the first pitch but blasted
the second into center field for a hit against Eastern.
April 8, 1976

Workshops are scheduled to be held two hours a
week for four weeks from 7-9 pm on the day and
date indicated: Simple loom . weaving, Mondays,
April 12 - May 3; Batik, Mondays, May 10 - June 7;
Leather craft, Tuesdays, April 13 - May 4; Matting
and framing, Tuesdays, May 11 - June 1; Stitchery
and patchwork, Thursdays, April 15 - May 6; Fly
tying, Thursdays, May 13 - June 3. A fee of $8,
materials include_d, will be charged.

There will be fees charged to cover costs such as
Classes ar~ scheduled to be held two hours a week
transportation and equipment. Sign up in the Tent 'N
for eight weeks on the day and date indicated: Pine
Tuhe, Monday-Friday 12-5 pm.
needle craft, Tuesdays, 1:30 - 3:30 pm, April 13 Yakima River Clean-up (May 1) organizational June 1; Pine needle craft, Wednesdays, 7 - 9 pm,
meeting Thusday, April 8 at 3:45 pm in the South April 14 - June 2. A $16 fee includes basic materials.
Cafeteria in t_!J.e SUB.
The "DABBLER" will be open weekdays from 11
am to 1 pm for you to participate in craft activities at
TENT 'N TUBE RENTAL SHOP
your leisure. Professional assistanc& and some
Hours: Monday and Friday, 12-5 pm; Tuesdaymaterials will be available.
'l'hursday 12-3 pm.
_
Rafts, canoes, tents and packs, all at reasonable
·
Sign up for classes in the Tent 'n Tube,
prices.
THE' GAMES ROOM
Monday-Friday, noon to 3 pm.
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Three 9ualify_ for nationals

Central svveeps meet
by VICKI SIMPSON

respective times of 58.1and25.4.
Central placed first in the meet
with 168 points, while PLU plaeed
second with 103 1/2, University of
Montana with 62, Western with
46, Simon Fraser University 36,
Yakima Valley College 12, tJ niversity of Idaho 10 and Bellevue
Community College 2 1/2.
Kathlee,n Kilpatrick qualified for
regionals in the 100-meter hurdles
with a time of 16.6. The 440-relay
team of Riggs, Sally Mc.Kenzie,

Three members of the Central
women's track team, Cary Burrell,
Melanie Kiehn and Pam Riggs
qualified for nationals at _the
Central Invitational Track. Meet
last Saturday.
_
Burrell qualified in the javelin
with a throw of Vn'5 1/2" Kiehn in
the long jump with a jump of 17'
7 1/2" and Riggs in the 440-yard
dash and the 220-yard dash with
:

............................................................ .
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~All Quilted Materials

--~-·Ill·._-_

50 % off

·

. __ _

All gauzes- 10% off
sol ids in 30 colors,

,.. .. _-

\ -·.

---- - -

plus many flowered,
striped, and emblemed:
We have patterns ~y
McCall-Butterick-Simplicity .

The Fabric Shop
.
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Kiehn and Jan Miller qualified
with a 50.1 time. Joanne Jordan
qualified in the 200-yard dash with
a 26.9 time and the mile-relay team
of McKenzie, Kiehn, Sue Nevins
and Nancy Ehle with a time of
4:20.7.
The 'Cats' results in the meet
were Mary Petree first place in
the discus with a throw of 226'1/2" ·
and Bobby Catron second in the
shot put with a throw of 37'1/4";
Nancy Watchie third in the high
ju111p with a jump.<::!!£~ 1/4".
Burrell placed first in the mile
with a time of 6:09.8. Watchie
placed second in the 400-meter
hur< 1les with a 1:13.0 time and
Leann Makin placed second in the
· 100-meter hurdles with a 20.7
time. The :440-relay team of Julie
Davis, Nevins, Kilpatrick and Joann Jordan placed second with a
time of 51.2.
"I thought the meet went pretty
well," said Joyce Jefson. "I really
appreciated all the people that
came out and helped. We had a lot
of support. The team is really
improving by working hard in
practice."
The other meets this season a·re:
April 10, Fruitbowl Invitational,
Yakima; April 11, UW, Relays,
Seattle; April 17, Western Invitational, Bellingham; April 21, PLU,
Tacoma; April 24, SPC, Seattle;
April 30-May l, Northern Eastern
District, Central; May 7-8,
May 19-22, AIA W Nationals, Kansas State.
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CLOSE--Central's Gail Schneider just missed winning her heat in the
200-yard dash .

Ten'nisteam edges'PLU
Central's women's tennis team
defeated PLU 5-4, Monday, to
bring their win-loss record to 2-0.
Karie Hamilton, playing in the
number one singles position, was
defeated by Judy Carlson 3-6, 4-6;
Gail Gerstmar, second singles, lost
to Kathy Wales 3-6,6-1,1-6; Mary
Andreotti, third singles, lost to
Deb Pritchard 2-6,4-6; Jamie Hamilton, fourth singles, was· defeated
by Ann Nielson 4-6,6-2, 4-6; RhonCla Panattoni, fifth singles, defeated Mary Hyseth 6-4,6-2; and Lynn
Ishikawa, sixth singles, defeated
Jane Miller 6-2, 6-4.
Jamie Hamilton and Gerstmar
in the first doubles defeated
Ginger Lenci and Carlson 6-4, 6-4
while Celeste Pitman and Andreotti in the second doubles beat
Tami Lambert and Kris Lambert
6-2, 6-1 and Karie Hamilton and
Karen Paterson defeated Karen

Knut~on -and Sue Eastridge 6-4,
7-5, 2-6, 6-4 while Carol Daibrel
6-2.
and Panattoni lost to Killoran and
"We were down 4-2 after tne Sollars 6-7, 6-4, 1-6 and Laurie
singles, but we won all three Carmody and Teri Whitehall dedoubles matches to take the feated Conger and Gorman 6-4,
match," said Mark Morrill, head 2-6, 6-i.
coach. "The only two freshmen on
The team played at Yakima
the team took the two singles for Valley College yesterday and will
Central."
be playing in Bellingham against
'~Everybody on the team was on - Western on Saturday at 2 pm.
the winning end of things. We had
The other opponenets this
good, strong depth."
season are: April 17, Eastern,
In earlier action, Central defeat- here, 2 pm; April 20, WSU, here, 1
ed Seattle University 7-2.
pm; April 22, Whitworth, there, 10
Karie Hamilton iOst -to Medrice- am and Eastern, there, 3 pm.;
Coluccio 1-6, 3-6; Jamie Hamilton April 23, Montana State, Univerdefeated Misoni Killoran 7-6, 6-1; sity of Montana, 3 pm; April 24,
Andreotti beat Val Conger 6-2, 6-0; University of Montana, there, 8
Paterson
defeated
Colleen am and WSU, U of Montana, 11
McCluskey 6-3, -6-2; Pitman beat am; April 28, Yakima Valley
Cathy Sollars 7-5, 6-2 and Ishikawa College, here, 1:30 pm; May 3,
defeated Molly Gorman 6-0, 6-0.
PLU, there, _2:30 pm; May 7 & 8,
Ishikawa and Louanne Luehrs NW Qualifying Tournament, PLU;
defeated Coluccio and McCluskey May 14 & 15, NW Championships.

SPRl'NG -IS HERE
., 41.1 N. Pearl
Open Fri. until 8 :00

outdoor
Beer Garden
is
open

the

HAPPY HOUR 8:30-9:30 M-F
FOURTEEN

CAMPUS CRIER

Sunday
Dinner
Spaghetti
feed
A 11 you can eat

$ 1.oo

Honors CoUege under study
Central may have an honors location are all issues under study uage, several science courses and
English proficiency requirements.
college for outstanding students but, as yet, undecided.
"An honors college would not
by next fall, according to Dr.
A group of Central instructors
Burton Williams, dean of the only identify and gi've recognition
has been studying the creation of
School . of Social and Behavioral to good students," Williams ex- an honors college. They are lookSciences. "We hope we can begin, plained, "but it would also identify ing at different needs and probat the minimum, · a pi !ot program . good faculty members."
lems. Other faculty committees
The honors college would incor- are considering grading practices,
in the honors college for fall
porate many courses from all faculty morale, the English proficquarter," he said.
At this time many of the departments on . campus, but at iency requirements and how the
requirements for the honors col- this point the honors college is an · honors college should be governed.
lege are being studied. Crirricu- outgrowth of the social and behav- In addition, they must seek ap. lum, guidelines, entry qualfica- ioral sciences. Among the honors propriate approval for the honors
tions, faculty staffing and physical requirements will be foreign lan_g- college.

Anthro confrence

April 8-10
The a~cheological research at
the Ozette "dig" on the Washington coast will be one of the
highligh~ed symposia of a Northwest Anthropology Conference at.
Central on Aoril 8-10.
Approximately 5.00 anthropology and archaeology experts
from many Western ·states and
Canadian provinces are expected
to take part in the three-day conference.
Dr. Richard Daugherty of WSU
will present an updated report of
the Ozette archeological finds in a
Saturday, April 10 session.
Among other subjects to be
explored in symposia sessions--all
of which are open to the public-include: Melanesia, Lithic (stone)
technology, Snake River archeology, Columbia River archeology, American culture and
male-female roles.
Main speaker for the conference's Thursday, April 8 banquet
will be Dr. Erna Gunther, noted
UW faculty member who conducted
highly acclaimed television .
series on Indian life. Dr. Gunther
has authored a number of publi.cations including "The Indians of
Puget Sound," "Indian Life on the
Northwest 'Coast as Seen by Early
Explorers" and "Ethnobotany of
Western Washington."
The Central-sponsored conference will be held in the SUB. Dr.
William Smith of Central's faculty,
will be in charge of the archeology
sessions while Dr. Linda Klug, also
of the Central Anthropology Department, will direct the cultural
symposia.
Many participants in the conference are expected to wind up the
three days of meetings by taking
part in a Yakima River float trip
Saturday afternoon.
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It Sounds
Incredible

a

WANTED
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
OR
LABORATORY
TECHNOLOGIST
Full or Part Time
Excellent Working Conditions
With · or Without Class
Please contact W.N. Schaap
Kittitas Valley
Community Hospital

......
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BUT EVELYN
,. WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ
· ~AWS IN 41 MINUTES

At That Speed, The 309 Pages Come Acro~s
With More Impact Than The Movie.
In Living Blood, You Might Say.
You can do it, too. So far almost 1.000.000 people have don~ it. .
People who }'ave different jobs, different IQs. different interests,
different educations have completed the course. Our graduates are
people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a course
developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of
them at least tripled their reading speed with eQual or better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them-even the
slowest-now read an average novel in less than two hours. They
read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don't
skip or skim. They read every word. They use no machines. Instead,
they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read.

~----SCHEDULE

And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right!
They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more.
You can do the same thing-the place to learn more about it is at a
free speed reading lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of
Staff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken.
Come to a free Speed Reading Lesson and find out. It is_free to
you and you will leave with a better understanding of why it works.
Plan to attend a free Speed Reading Lesson and· learn that it is
possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with better comprehension.

OF FREE SPEED-READING LESSONS--------....,

You'll increase your reading -speed
50 to 100 %on the spot!
Sunday through Thursday

Yakima

Ellensburg

April 11 through April 15

Cosmopolitan -Chinook

Thunderbird Motor Inn

4:00 pm or 8 pm

4th Street& EastYakimaAvenue

403 West 8th

""--------EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS-----__.,.
CAMPUS CRIER

FIFTEEN

Pizza !Dia & tiJ~r 5t~ <t>uartrr
WE WILL BE OPEN DURING OUR
OUTSIDE REMODELING •

HOME-AND DORM DELIVERY
_925-1111 ·s pm-2am _925-2222
MARY HARTMAN, .
.
MARY HARTMAN

GALLONS TO GO

$2.00

.HAPPY HO-UR . ·

BRING YOUR ...

2oe SCHOONERS

OWN JUG

1.00 PITCHERS.

·····················································~·················································································· · ··································:

Spring Concert
Palm Sunday Evening
llthApril

i C.·M.A.

7:30 Hertz Auditorium

Choir

;

.

..

featuring

! Sign·e Van Duzor
Greg
Phelps
... .
&
j Midge Peterson
.

"
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Admission free & no offering will be taken ;

.
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· SIXTEEN

CAMPUS CRIE~
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